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This form has been translated for information purposes only. 
Do not complete it. You must file the French version.

All corporations except deposit insurance corporations, within the meaning of paragraph (b) of section 804 of the Taxation Act, must complete form CO-771 
and enclose it with their corporation income tax return (form CO-17, Déclaration de revenus des sociétés).

1 Information about the corporation
Québec enterprise number (NEQ) Identification number File

01a 01b IC 0001

Name of corporation End date of fiscal period

02 05
 Y Y Y Y M M D D

Check the appropriate box on form CO-771.

05b    The corporation is a Canadian-controlled private corporation (CCPC) throughout its taxation year and it or a partnership of which it is a member 
carries on primary sector or manufacturing sector activities.1

05c   The corporation is a CCPC throughout its taxation year and is not covered by box 05b, or it is not a CCPC throughout its taxation year.

Check box 06 on form CO-771 if the corporation is claiming the temporary income tax exemption for the commercialization  
of intellectual property. In that case, form CO-771.14, Exonération temporaire d’impôt pour la commercialisation  
d’une propriété intellectuelle, must also be completed.  ................................................................................................................................... 06  

Check box 06a on form CO-771 if the corporation or a corporation associated with it in the taxation year  
has adjusted aggregate investment income for each taxation year that ended in the previous calendar year.  
For more information, see form CO-771.1.3.AJ, Plafond des affaires ajusté.  .................................................................................................... 06a  

Provide the following information if the corporation is a CCPC throughout its taxation year:

Number of paid hours of the employees of the corporation, calculated for the taxation year2  ...................................................  07a  

Number of paid hours of the employees of the corporation and every corporation associated 
with it in the taxation year in question, calculated for the previous taxation year3  ...................................................................  07b  

2 Adjusted taxable income
Taxable income (line 299 of form CO-17) 10 A
Portion of the amount on line 10 that, under a Québec statute, is not subject to income tax under Part I  
of the Taxation Act – 11

Subtract line 11 from line 10.  Adjusted taxable income = 12 B

Calculation of the Income Tax of a Corporation
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3 Income from an eligible business
Net income for income tax purposes, according to the financial statements or form CO-17.A.1, Revenu net fiscal 13

Allowable business investment loss + 14

Amount for income-averaging for forest producers (line 250a of form CO-17) + 14a

Amount relating to the disposition of preferred shares that were received in the form of patronage dividends + 14b

Add lines 13 through 14b. = 15

Taxable capital gains minus allowable capital losses, according to schedule 
CO-17S.232, État de l’aliénation d’immobilisations. If the result is negative, 
enter 0. 16

Corporation’s income (or loss) from a personal services business (provided 
the corporation is not a savings and credit union) + 17

Amount of the deduction for taxable dividends claimed by the corporation 
in the calculation of its taxable income (provided the dividends are 
considered an income gained by the corporation from a business) + 18

Deduction(s) in the calculation of taxable income. If the corporation can 
claim one or more deductions for the taxation year, enter the deduction 
code(s)4 in boxes 18ji through 18pi and the amount(s) of the deduction(s) 
on lines 18j through 18p of form CO-771. Add lines 18j through 18p.

19

18ji + 18j

18ki + 18k

18li + 18l

18mi + 18m

18ni + 18n

18oi + 18o

18pi + 18p

=
Add lines 16 through 19. = 20

Subtract line 20 from line 15. If line 20 is negative, add rather than subtract. = 21 C

Property income (or loss)
Property income (or loss) and income from a specified investment business 22

Income (or loss) included in the amount on line 22 that is incident 
to or pertains to the eligible business carried on by the corporation 23

Income (or loss) included in the amount on line 22 that is from 
property used or held principally for the purpose of gaining an 
income from the eligible business carried on by the corporation + 24

Income from property or from a specified investment business 
included in the amount on line 22, where the income is an amount 
received or to be received from an associated corporation and is 
deductible in the calculation of the associated corporation’s income 
from an eligible business that it carries on + 25

Income included in the amount on line 22 for the year in respect of 
the corporation’s NISA Fund No. 2 + 25a

Add lines 23 through 25a. = 26

Subtract line 26 from line 22.  Property income (or loss) = 27

Amount C 27a

Amount on line 27 – 27b

Subtract line 27b from line 27a. If the amount on line 27b is negative, add rather than subtract. 
The result should also be entered on line 420c of form CO-17. 
 Income from an eligible business = 28 D
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4 Taxable income that takes the foreign tax credit into account 
Adjusted taxable income (amount B) 29

Amount deducted for the year as a foreign tax credit 30

Applicable rate (100 divided by the general tax rate entered on  
line 97i in section 9.1 of form CO-771) × 31 .
Multiply line 30 by line 31. = 32

If the corporation has an establishment outside Québec, enter the 
percentage shown in box H of either form CO-771.R.3, Répartition 
des affaires faites au Québec et ailleurs, or form CO-771.R.14, 
Répartition des affaires faites au Québec et ailleurs par une société 
d’assurance (as applicable). Otherwise, enter 100%. ÷ 33 . %
Divide line 32 by line 33. = 34

Subtract line 34 from line 29. If the result is negative, enter 0. 
  Taxable income that takes the foreign tax credit into account = 35 F

5 Specified corporate income
Complete part 5 of form CO-771 if the corporation has specified corporate income for the taxation year.5 If a corporation to which the corporation supplied 
property and services wishes to allocate all or part of its business limit to the corporation, make sure that form CO-771.1.3.AT, Plafond des affaires attribué 
à une société ayant un revenu de société déterminé, has been completed.

Total of the amounts representing the corporation’s specified corporate income, for its taxation year, from property 
and services supplied to a private corporation (before application of the business limit) 35a

Total of the amounts representing the business limit allocated to the corporation (total of the amounts shown on 
line 25 of all copies of form CO-771.1.3.AT completed for the taxation year) 35b

Enter the amount from line 35a or line 35b, whichever is less. Specified corporate income 35c

6 Income from an eligible business carried on in Canada
Amount C 36

Income (or loss) from a business carried on outside Canada – 37

Subtract line 37 from line 36. = 38

Property income (or loss) and income from a specified investment business (amount on line 22) 39

Income (or loss) included in the amount on line 39 that is incident 
to or pertains to the eligible business carried on by the corporation 
in Canada 40

Income (or loss) included in the amount on line 39 that is from 
property used or held principally for the purpose of gaining an income 
from the eligible business carried on by the corporation in Canada + 41

Income from property or from a specified investment business 
included in the amount on line 39, where the income is an amount 
received or to be received from an associated corporation and is 
deductible in the calculation of the associated corporation’s income 
from an eligible business that it carries on in Canada + 41a

Income included in the amount on line 39 for the year in respect of 
the corporation’s NISA Fund No. 2 + 42

Add lines 40 through 42. = 43

Subtract line 43 from line 39. = 44

Amount on line 38 44a

Amount on line 44 – 44b

Subtract line 44b from line 44a. If the result is negative, enter 0. = 44c
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Enter on line 44d of form CO-771:
• the amount on line 51 of form CO-771.2.1.2, Revenus d’une société provenant d’une entreprise admissible 

qu’elle exploite au Canada (société qui est un membre ou un membre désigné d’une société de personnes), in 
the case of a corporation that carries on an eligible business in Canada, that is a member or designated 
member of a partnership and that is claiming the small business deduction (SBD);

• the amount on line 54 of form CO-786, Déduction pour des ristournes, in the case of a corporation that is 
claiming the patronage dividend deduction and for which part 5 of form CO-786 has been completed; or

• the amount on line 44c of form CO-771, in other cases. 44d

Amount on line 35a 44e

Income of the corporation from property or from a specified 
investment business that was gained from an eligible business 
carried on by a corporation associated with it6 + 44f

Add lines 44e and 44f. = 44g

Subtract line 44g from line 44d. = 44h

Amount on line 35c 44i

If all of the following conditions are met, enter 0 on line 44j of form CO-771 and then complete lines 44k through 45:
• The number of hours entered on line 07a is greater than 5,000 and corresponds to the paid hours of the 

employees of a partnership of which the corporation is a member.
• The number of paid hours of the employees of the corporation and every corporation associated with it, 

calculated on lines 07a and 07b (without taking into account the paid hours of the employees of any 
partnership), is 5,000 or less.

• The corporation is not a primary and manufacturing sectors corporation.7 

Otherwise, add lines 44h and 44i and enter the result on lines 44j and 45 of form CO-771. 44j

Specified partnership income for the year (amount on line 40 of 
form CO-771.2.1.2). Do not enter an amount on line 44k of 
form CO-771 unless all the conditions listed on line 44j are met and 
you entered 0 on line 44j. 44k

Specified partnership losses for the year (amount on line 38 of 
form CO-771.2.1.2). Do not enter an amount on line 44l of 
form CO-771 unless all the conditions listed on line 44j are met  
and you entered 0 on line 44j. – 44l

Subtract line 44l from line 44k. If the result is negative, enter 0. = 44m

Add lines 44j and 44m. If the result is negative, enter 0. 
The result should also be entered on line 420cb of form CO-17. 
 Income from an eligible business carried on in Canada = 45 G

7 Paid-up capital used in the calculation of the SBD
Complete part 7 of form CO-771 if the corporation is a CCPC throughout its taxation year. Follow the instructions below.
• If the corporation is not associated with any other corporation, complete lines 51 through 56.
• If the corporation is associated with another CCPC or with one or more corporations at least one of which is a CCPC, enter on line 56 amount C shown 

on form CO-771.1.3, Entente entre sociétés associées relative au plafond des affaires.
• If the corporation is associated with one or more corporations that are not CCPCs, enter on line 56 the amount of paid-up capital (calculated on a 

Canadian basis) for the preceding taxation year.8

Check the appropriate box.

51   The corporation is an insurance corporation.
52    The corporation is a bank, a savings and credit union, a loan corporation, a trust corporation or a corporation trading in securities.
53   The corporation is a type of corporation not covered by boxes 51 and 52.

6 Income from an eligible business carried on in Canada (continued)
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Enter one of the following amounts on line 54 of form CO-771:
• If you checked box 51, enter the paid-up capital shown on line 34 of form CO-1140.A, Capital versé devant être 

utilisé à d’autres fins que le calcul de la taxe sur le capital.
• If you checked box 52, enter the paid-up capital shown on line 426 of the copy of form CO-17 completed for 

the preceding taxation year. If this is the corporation’s first taxation year, enter the amount shown on line 34 of 
the copy of form CO-1140.A completed for the beginning of the taxation year.

• If you checked box 53, enter the paid-up capital shown on line 399 of the copy of form CO-1136, Calcul du 
capital versé, completed for the preceding taxation year. If this is the corporation’s first taxation year or if the 
corporation is a cooperative, enter amount D shown on form CO-1136.CS, Capital versé devant servir au calcul 
de l’impôt de certaines sociétés.9 54

Enter 2 if you checked box 51 or box 52. Otherwise, enter 1. × 55

Multiply line 54 by line 55. The result (amount J) should also  
be entered on line 426a of form CO-17. Paid-up capital used in the calculation of the SBD = 56 J

8 SBD
Complete part 8 of form CO-771 if the corporation is a CCPC throughout its taxation year.

8.1 Business limit used to determine the SBD
Business limit. If the corporation is associated with another CCPC or with one or more corporations at least one of 
which is a CCPC, enter the business limit of the corporation (amount A shown on form CO-771.1.3).  
Otherwise, enter $500,000. 76

Number of days in the taxation year10 76a

÷ 76b 365
Divide line 76a by line 76b. = 76c .
Multiply line 76 by line 76c. = 80

If the corporation’s taxation year begins before April 7, 2022, and amount J is:
• at least $15 million, enter 0 on line 95;
• greater than $10 million but less than $15 million, complete lines 84 through 95. 

If the corporation’s taxation year begins on or after April 7, 2022, and amount J is:  
• at least $50 million, enter 0 on line 95;
•  greater than $10 million but less than $50 million, complete lines 84 through 95.

In other cases, enter 0 on line 85.

Amount J

84 – 84a 10,000,000 Amount on line 80
× 84c

84b

Enter $5 million or $40 million, as applicable.11 85

If you checked box 06a, enter the amount from line 38 of form CO-771.1.3.AJ. Otherwise, subtract line 85 from line 80  
and enter the result. 94a

All or part of the business limit that the corporation is allocating to one or more corporations having specified corporate income 
(total of the amounts shown on line 25 of all copies of form CO-771.1.3.AT completed for the taxation year) – 94b

Subtract line 94b from line 94a.  Business limit used to determine the SBD = 95 K

8.2 Amount in respect of which the SBD can be claimed
Enter amount F, amount G or amount K, whichever is the least. If you checked box 06, enter the amount 
shown on line 44 of form CO-771.14 instead.  Amount in respect of which the SBD can be claimed 96 L

7 Paid-up capital used in the calculation of the SBD (continued)
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9 Tax rate
Calendar year ending in the taxation year12  96a   

Calendar year that follows the year entered on line 96a 97  

9.1 General tax rate

Applicable rate for the calendar 
year entered on line 96a13 

Number of days in the calendar year entered on 
line 96a that are included in the taxation year

97b

97a . % ×
97c

Number of days in the taxation year 97d %

Applicable rate for the calendar 
year entered on line 9714 

Number of days in the calendar year entered on 
line 97 that are included in the taxation year

97f

97e . % ×
97g

Number of days in the taxation year + 97h %
Add lines 97d and 97h.  General tax rate = 97i %

9.2 SBD rate
Complete section 9.2 of form CO-771 if the corporation is a CCPC throughout its taxation year and that year meets one of the following conditions:
• it ends before March 28, 2018, or begins after March 27, 2018;
• it ends before March 26, 2021, or begins after March 25, 2021.

If the corporation’s taxation year includes March 27 and 28, 2018, or March 25 and 26, 2021, do not complete lines 98a through 98h; enter on line 98i 
the SBD rate calculated in part 12.

Applicable rate for the calendar 
year entered on line 96a15 

Number of days entered on line 97b

98b

98a . % ×
98c

Number of days in the taxation year 98d %

Applicable rate for the calendar 
year entered on line 9716 

Number of days entered on line 97f

98f

98e . % ×
98g

Number of days in the taxation year + 98h %
Add lines 98d and 98h. = 98i %

Enter on line 98n the rate shown on line 98i if the number of hours entered on line 07a or line 07b is at least 5,500 for 
a full year.

If the number of hours entered on line 07a and the number of hours entered on line 07b are both 5,000 or less, 
enter 0 on line 98n. In other cases, do the following calculation:

Number of paid hours (the 
number entered on line 07a or 
line 07b, whichever is greater)

98j – 98k 5,000

98l 500 × 98m %
Multiply line 98i by line 98m.  SBD rate = 98n %
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10 Income tax of a corporation that is not a CCPC or of a corporation, other than a primary  
and manufacturing sectors corporation, that is a CCPC

Complete part 10 of form CO-771 if you checked box 05c. If you checked that box because the corporation is not a CCPC throughout its taxation year, 
do not complete lines 104, 104a and 105.

Amount B or, if you checked box 06, 
the amount on line 32 of form CO-771.14

General tax rate 
(rate on line 97i)

99 × 99a % 100

Amount L SBD rate (rate on line 98n)

104 × 104a % – 105

Subtract line 105 from line 100. The result should also be entered on line 420d of form CO-17. 
 Income tax of a corporation that is not a CCPC or of a corporation,  
 other than a primary and manufacturing sectors corporation, that is a CCPC = 110

11 Income tax of a primary and manufacturing sectors corporation that is a CCPC
11.1 Proportion of primary sector or manufacturing sector activities
In order for a corporation to be able to benefit from an additional reduction in its tax rate, its primary sector activities or manufacturing sector activities 
(manufacturing and processing activities) must represent more than 25% of all its activities.

Cost of primary sector or manufacturing sector labour17 187a

Cost of labour18 ÷ 187b

Divide line 187a by line 187b and express the result as a percentage. 
 Proportion of primary sector or manufacturing sector activities = 187c . %
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11.2 Additional reduction in the tax rate
If the corporation’s taxation year begins on or after January 1, 2021, complete only lines 190 through 194 of form CO-771. If it begins before that date 
and the percentage on line 187c is:
• 25% or less, enter 0 on line 205;
• at least 50%, enter 1 on line 194 and complete lines 195 through 205; or
• greater than 25% but less than 50%, complete lines 190 through 205.

Percentage on line 187c 190 %
– 191 25%

Subtract line 191 from line 190. = 192 %
÷ 193 25%

Divide line 192 by line 193. Multiplier = 194

Number of days in the taxation year that are 
included in the 2019 calendar year

197

195 2% ×
198

Number of days in the taxation year 199 %
Number of days in the taxation year that are after 

March 31, 2015, and before March 28, 2018

202

200 4% ×
203

Number of days in the taxation year + 204 %
Number of days in the taxation year that are after 

March 27, 2018, and before January 1, 2019

204b

204a 3% ×
204c

Number of days in the taxation year + 204d %
Number of days in the taxation year that  
are included in the 2020 calendar year

204f

204e 1% ×
204g

Number of days in the taxation year + 204h %
Add lines 199, 204, 204d and 204h. = % 204i %
Multiply line 194 by line 204i. Additional reduction in the tax rate = 205 %

11.3 SBD rate
If the percentage on line 187c is:
• 25% or less, enter 0 on line 208, then complete line 209;
• at least 50%, enter on line 208 the rate shown on line 98i, then complete line 209; or
• greater than 25% but less than 50%, complete lines 206 through 209.

Rate on line 98i 206 %
Multiplier (number on line 194) × 207

Multiply line 206 by line 207. = 208 %

Enter the rate shown on line 98n or line 208, whichever is greater.  SBD rate = 209 % 
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11.4 Income tax
Amount B or, if you checked box 06, 

the amount on line 32 of form CO-771.14 General tax rate (rate on line 97i)

210 × 211 % 212

Amount L SBD rate (rate on line 209)

213 × 214 % – 215

Subtract line 215 from line 212. Income tax before the additional reduction = 216

Amount L
Additional reduction in the tax 
rate19 (percentage on line 205)

217 × 218 % – 219

Subtract line 219 from line 216. The result should also be entered on line 420d of form CO-17.  Income tax = 220

12 SBD rate for certain taxation years
12.1 Taxation year that includes March 27 and 28, 2018

Number of days in the taxation year that  
are included in the 2017 calendar year

225

3.8% ×
226

Number of days in the taxation year 227 %
Number of days in the taxation year that are after 
December 31, 2017, and before March 28, 2018

228

3.7% ×
229

Number of days in the taxation year + 230 %
Number of days in the taxation year that are after 

March 27, 2018, and before January 1, 2019

231

4.7% ×
232

Number of days in the taxation year + 233 %
Number of days in the taxation year that  
are included in the 2019 calendar year

234

5.6% ×
235

Number of days in the taxation year + 236 %
Add lines 227, 230, 233 and 236. The result should also be entered on line 98i of form CO-771.  SBD rate = 237 %
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12.2 Taxation year that includes March 25 and 26, 2021 
Number of days in the taxation year that  
are included in the 2020 calendar year

238

6.5% ×
239

Number of days in the taxation year 240 %
Number of days in the taxation year that are after 
December 31, 2020, and before March 26, 2021

241

7.5% ×
242

Number of days in the taxation year + 243 %
Number of days in the taxation year 

that are after March 25, 2021

244

8.3% ×
245

Number of days in the taxation year + 246 %
Add lines 240, 243 and 246. The result should also be entered on line 98i of form CO-771. SBD rate = 247 %
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Notes 
1. Primary sector activities include the activities carried on in the agriculture, 

forestry, fishing and hunting sectors and in the mining, quarrying, and oil and 
gas extraction sectors, which are classified under code 11 and code 21, 
respectively, of the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS codes).

 Manufacturing sector activities are the manufacturing and processing activities 
that, under the federal Income Tax Regulations, constitute qualified activities 
for the purposes of determining manufacturing and processing profits.

2. If the corporation is also a member of one or more partnerships and has 
adjusted income from the partnership(s) for the taxation year (line 30 of 
form CO-771.2.1.2), enter on line 07a of form CO-771:
• the number of paid hours of the employees of the corporation for the 

taxation year; or
• the number of paid hours of the employees of any such partnership for the 

partnership’s fiscal period ending in the corporation’s taxation year,
 whichever is greater.

 However, a maximum of 40 hours per week can be posted for each employee, 
and the expense relating to the paid hours must be incurred by the corporation 
or partnership in the taxation year concerned or the fiscal period concerned.

 Note that the number of hours on line 07a must be based on a full taxation 
year or full fiscal period and must be increased proportionally if the corporation’s 
taxation year is shorter than a full taxation year or if the partnership’s fiscal 
period is shorter than a full fiscal period. However, that increase does not apply 
to the number of hours on line 07b.

 If all or part of the period from March 15 to June 29, 2020, is included in 
the taxation year of the corporation or the fiscal period of the partnership, the 
number of hours to be entered on line 07a of form CO-771 is deemed to be 
equal to the result of the following calculation: the number of paid hours of 
the employees of the corporation or the partnership multiplied by the result 
obtained by dividing the number of days in the taxation year or fiscal period 
that are not in that period by 365. However, this adjustment does not apply 
to the number of hours to be entered on line 07b.

 In addition, the work hours of a person who holds, directly or indirectly, a 
majority of the shares in the capital stock of a corporation that have full voting 
rights may be included in the number of paid hours of the employees of that 
corporation. In doing that calculation, the hours to be included correspond 
to 1.1 times the hours the shareholder worked in the taxation year as an active 
participant in the corporation’s activities.

 A corporation can make an election concerning the calculation of the number 
of employee remunerated hours for a taxation year that ends after 
June 30, 2020, and before July 1, 2021. A corporation that must determine 
its eligibility for the SBD or establish its SBD rate for that year can elect to 
have the number of employee remunerated hours for that taxation year 
correspond to the number of remunerated hours used to determine its eligibility 
for the SBD for the previous taxation year or to establish the SBD rate for the 
previous taxation year. The election must be made using form CO-771.CH, 
Choix concernant le critère relatif au nombre d’heures rémunérées des 
employés aux fins du calcul de la DPE.

 A corporation that is a member of a partnership can also make an election 
concerning the calculation of the number of employee remunerated hours. For 
a taxation year in which the partnership’s fiscal period ends, after 
June 30, 2020, and before July 1, 2021, the corporation can elect to use 
the number of remunerated hours of the partnership’s employees for the 
previous fiscal period to determine if its portion of the partnership’s income 
for the taxation year qualifies it for the SBD.

3. Every associated corporation must post the paid hours of its employees for 
the taxation years that ended in the calendar year preceding the year in which 
the corporation’s taxation year ends.

 However, a maximum of 40 hours per week can be posted for each employee, 
and the expense relating to the paid hours must be incurred by the corporation 
in the taxation year for which the hours are calculated. 

 In addition, the work hours of a person who holds, directly or indirectly, a 
majority of the shares in the capital stock of a corporation that have full voting 
rights may be included in the number of paid hours of the employees of that 
corporation. In doing that calculation, the hours to be included correspond to 
1.1 times the hours the shareholder worked in the taxation year for which the 
hours are calculated as an active participant in the corporation’s activities.

4. Enter the appropriate code(s) as shown in the table below. Each code must 
correspond to a deduction claimed in the calculation of taxable income and 
entered on lines 265 and 266 of form CO-17.

Name of deduction Code

Patronage dividend deduction 10

Deduction for income from a large investment project 12

Income-averaging deduction for forest producers 16

Deduction for the commercialization of innovations in Québec 18

5. A corporation has specified corporate income in its taxation year if it gains an 
income from an eligible business, if that income is from the direct or indirect 
supply (in any manner whatever) of property or services to a private corporation 
and if, at any time in its taxation year, any of its shareholders or any person 
not dealing at arm’s length with the corporation or with any of its shareholders 
holds a direct or indirect interest in the private corporation. However, that rule 
does not apply if at least 90% of the corporation’s income gained from an 
eligible business is from the supply of property or services to persons (other 
than the private corporation) or to partnerships dealing at arm’s length with 
the corporation.

 Note that the income of a farming or fishing corporation from the sale of 
agricultural or fish products is excluded from specified corporate income if the 
products are sold to an acquiring corporation dealing at arm’s length with 
the corporation.

6. The corporation cannot claim the SBD in respect of income that meets all of 
the following conditions:
• It comes from a property or specified investment business.
• It is deemed to be income from an eligible business pursuant to 

section 771.4 of the Taxation Act.
• It is paid or payable to the corporation in the taxation year by another 

corporation with which it is associated and that: 
– is not a CCPC; or
– is a CCPC that, in a context in which two corporations are deemed to 

be associated with each other because they are associated with that 
CCPC, has made a valid election under subsection 256(2) of the Income 
Tax Act in order to not be associated with either of those corporations 
for the taxation year.

7. The term “primary and manufacturing sectors corporation” means a corporation 
whose proportion of primary sector activities or manufacturing sector activities 
(manufacturing and processing activities) for the taxation year is greater 
than 25% of all its activities. To determine that proportion, do the calculations 
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in section 11.1.

8. This is the paid-up capital of all the associated corporations that are resident 
in Canada or have an establishment in Canada, calculated for the last taxation 
year that ended in the preceding calendar year.

 Take into account the paid-up capital at the beginning of the year of any of 
the corporations that is in its first taxation year.

 Double the paid-up capital of any of the corporations that is an insurance 
corporation or a financial institution.

9. If a deduction for a manufacturing corporation (code 08) is entered on line 393 
or line 394 of either form CO-1136 or form CO-1136.CS, enter instead on 
line 54 of form CO-771 the total obtained by adding the amount of paid-up 
capital and the amount of the deduction.

10. If there are at least 51 weeks in the taxation year, enter 365 days on line 76a 
of form CO-771. The number on that line must not be greater than 365.

11. If the corporation’s taxation year begins before April 7, 2022, enter $5 million. 
If the corporation’s taxation year begins on or after April 7, 2022, enter 
$40 million.

12. If no calendar year ends in the taxation year (for example, where the taxation 
year is shorter than a full taxation year), enter on line 96a of form CO-771 
the calendar year in which the taxation year ends. If the taxation year coincides 
with the calendar year, enter that year on line 96a. In either case, nothing 
should be entered on line 97.

13. Enter on line 97a of form CO-771 the applicable rate shown in the table below.

Calendar year General tax rate

2017 11.8%

2018 11.7%

2019 11.6%

2020 or later 11.5%

 If no calendar year ends in the taxation year (for example, where the taxation 
year is shorter than a full taxation year), enter on line 97i the applicable rate 
for the calendar year in which the taxation year ends.

 If the taxation year coincides with the calendar year, enter on line 97i the 
applicable rate for that calendar year.

14. See the table in note 13.

15. Enter on line 98a of form CO-771 the applicable rate shown in the table below.

Calendar year SBD rate

2017 3.8%

2018 Taxation year ending before March 28, 2018 3.7%

Taxation year beginning after March 27, 2018 4.7%

2019 5.6%

2020 6.5%

2021 Taxation year ending before March 26, 2021 7.5%

Taxation year beginning after March 25, 2021 8.3%

2022 or later 8.3%

 If no calendar year ends in the taxation year (for example, where the taxation 
year is shorter than a full taxation year), enter on line 98i the applicable rate for 
the calendar year in which the taxation year ends.

 If the taxation year coincides with the calendar year, enter on line 98i the 

applicable rate for that calendar year.

16. See the table in note 15.

17. The cost of primary sector or manufacturing sector labour is equal to 100/75 of:
• the salaries and wages paid by the corporation to its employees for the 

time they were directly engaged in qualified primary sector activities or 
qualified manufacturing and processing activities; and

• the portion of the payments made by the corporation to third persons 
that is for services directly related to qualified primary sector activities 
or qualified manufacturing and processing activities carried out in the 
taxation year and that is included in the cost of labour.

 A corporation that is a member of a partnership must also take into account 
the portion of costs allocated to it, based on its share in the partnership, in 
respect of the salaries and wages paid by the partnership and the portion of 
the payments made by the partnership to third persons for services directly 
related to qualified activities that were carried out in the partnership’s fiscal 
period ending in the corporation’s taxation year.

18. The cost of labour of a corporation for a taxation year means an amount equal 
to the aggregate of:
• the salaries and wages paid or payable during the year to all employees 

of the corporation for services performed during the year; and
• all other amounts each of which is an amount paid or payable during the 

year for the performance during the year, by any person other than an 
employee of the corporation, of functions relating to the management or 
administration of the corporation, scientific research and experimental 
development, or a service or function that would normally be performed 
by an employee of the corporation.

 However, the cost of labour of a corporation for a taxation year does not 
include the portion of salaries and wages or other amounts that:
• was included in the gross cost of a property, other than a property that 

was manufactured by the corporation and leased during the year by the 
corporation to another person, that was included in computing the cost 
of capital of the corporation for the year; or

• was related to an eligible business, within the meaning of the first 
paragraph of section 771.1 of the Taxation Act, carried on outside Canada 
by the corporation.

 A corporation that is a member of a partnership must also take into account 
the cost of labour attributed to it, based on its share in the partnership, for 
the fiscal period of the partnership ending in the taxation year of the corporation.

19. Enter 0 if the taxation year begins after December 31, 2020.
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